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Your Committee

Vice Chairman - Chris Hawkins

The committee exists to serve the club,
Secretary - Martin Parham
to look out for the clubs interests and
to make decisions on behalf on the club Treasurer - Edgar Playfoot
and its members.
Press Officer - Luke Bridges
Each committee member has volunteered and been elected by the membership at the AGM.

Sue Parham

John Hawkins
Andy Bridges

We are your committee, if you would
like a point raised, either write/email to Chris Williams
Martin, or talk to one of us and we can Jack Ruler
raise an issue on your behalf.

Amy Bridges

Cover photo: Andy Nash attacking the climb with Spitfire
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Luke’s Spot
What a year…. What a couple of years come to think of it, and yet a year
on and the situation is improving however slowly towards a full return to
normality. In the mean time, I hope you are all keeping safe and keeping
active.
As we write this, I almost have a usable workshop of my own! Just waiting
for the power to be connected before the lathe, mill and drill can start
making noise and mess. And about time, there’s a few things to get done
reasonably quickly before a major project comes along. But more on that in
a future edition.
My latest thing to keep me occupied is this that Martin put me onto. A
(mostly) 3D printed 08. The
design is pretty good and
prints well, goes together well
and looks the right stuff. Some
more to print and work out
drive for it next, then pack in
some weight under the bonnet.
My first venture into G1 (apart
from some very overscale
Thomas in G) and hopefully I
can copy some of the ideas
from the running gear back
into my tiny Ruston 48-ish that I’ve been tinkering with for a while. Then
they need some 5 planks or tipplers to pull/bash about. Should be fun.
As a side note, my printer should handle a double scale version…. 3.5”
plastic 08 anyone? Maybe if I feel a bit mad and have rolls of plastic to
spare.

Join our members page at facebook.com/groups/Maidstonemes
And like our public page at facebook.com/maidstonemes
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At the park
General Works - Jack Ruler & Chris Williams
Roof trims around the station have been fitted, fences repaired, and a compressor air leak has been fixed. The compressor is currently out of action,
but parts for repair have been obtained.
A suspended ceiling is being investigated for the clubhouse as we revise the
lighting and electrics and replace the fans.

Household and Catering - Sue Parham & Amy Dixon
IMLEC catering with the scouts worked well on Sat/Sun.

Public Running - Sue Parham & Chris Williams
Shortage of station volunteers, and social distancing will continue for now.
It was agreed to look into ways of attracting new volunteers to do station
duties.

Safety - Tom Parham & John Hawkins
The defib battery was due for replacement

Permanent Way - Chris Williams & Peter Kingsford
The traverser limit stops need attention and a new surface is being investigated.

Fuel - Tom Parham
Plenty of coal available, and more steam oil is available

Club Locos - Tom Parham
Gertie has been reassembled, in much better mechanical condition
all around.
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Enterprise is in working order

Frenchie is still suffering overheating

Rolling Stock - Andy & Luke Bridges
One set of trollies is currently out of action needing new tyres.

Other business
A new club mobile phone has been purchased, as described by Tom in his
Chairman’s report. A new path from road to station, without steps was being investigated.
A new brick built storage shed, behind the clubhouse on the bank is being
looked into to help clear the workshop and clubhouse.

Index of Articles
This has started to be compiled and will shortly be available online on the
newsletters page of the website. www.maidstonemes.co.uk
Currently we are up to the end of the 1980’s and adding more gradually.
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Chairman's Report December 21
As I sit here writing this, I find myself at a loss for words as to the
state of the world. With numbers of confirmed COVID cases and a
new variant it is hard to see when this may end. My biggest hope a
the moment is that you are all managing to keep safe and well. For
myself, I have kept away from it for a long time which has been
pleasing considering I have never stopped going into work and potentially being exposed to people who could have been carriers. Unfortunately, it would appear that my younger daughter has picked it
up from school and has now tested positive, however the rest of us
currently have been testing negative.
Back to the club... so what has been going on? Following on from the
last report, we were able to finish the season taking passengers, despite being restricted for station staff and locos at times, we were
able to maintain a service to the public, up to Halloween, when we
had quite a selection of fancy dress to amuse everybody, ranging
from a cyberman on station duties, to witches and the grim reaper
driving, with many more in between. I should mention that a number
of our members were at the Federation Autumn rally at Reading,
and I would like to congratulate Dad for being presented with the
Australian award once again, this time for his 28xx.
Despite the passenger hauling season being over, it is still nice to
see locos being run on a Sunday, mainly for testing, but still, running
is running, and there is no better smell that that of burning coal…
what better excuse to bring something for a run.
For the winter months we have identified a few jobs to be completed over the next few months, if you would like to find out more
about these jobs and get involved then please do pop down to see
us on the usual meeting days and we will happily point you in the direction of something which needs to be done, alternatively, you are
always welcome to join us for a cuppa and a chat.
As you most likely remember, I mentioned previously the new gate
being installed by the council and due to be operational by the start
of November... unfortunately they have had issues with the installation of this. I understand that the gate is close to being operational,
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however once they are happy with it, we will be given a month’s notice prior to it being commissioned. Once it has gone into use, all
the number plates that have been submitted to me so far will be
registered with the council so that the gate should open automatically for you. Should you have a visitor or a different car for a while
it will be possible for one of us to call the gate to get it opened.
One of the numbers which will be able to call this will be the new
clubhouse phone (07548 281617), so the first place to call would be
there, where hopefully someone will answer it and open the gate for
you, otherwise myself, Martin and Chris Williams should be able to
help you. I will give as much information as I can as soon as I hear
that it is going to be in use, but I do not see it being before the new
year, and its looking like it may not be until the end of January at
the earliest.
For those of you who have stayed awake for this long, I would like
to remind you of the Boxing Day run, which this year falls on the
Sunday 26th December, we would usually be giving rides between
about 11 and 2.30, weather depending.
And finally... the January and February club nights will be hosted on
Zoom, with the former being a quiz night kindly put together by
Roger for us, it would be great to see you there. The February clubnight we currently have no speaker for. If you know someone who
would be able to present something to us, or would like to put
something together yourself, please let either myself, Luke or Sue
know, otherwise we shall be pestering the usual suspects.
As always, I look forward to seeing you soon.
Tom,
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2021 Autumn Southern Federation Rally at
Reading & The AALS Award - Sue Parham
A few of our members attended this
rally on the 18 th of September – Simon
Batten, Andy Nash, Nick Taylor, plus
Martin and me. One or two had a bit
of trouble on the track, and derailed,
but Martin and I didn’t have any
problems. I was running Jack and he
was running his GWR 2800.
The Australian Award of Live Steamers (AALS) Award is presented to
the winner of the competition that
Photo by Sue Parham - Martin reruns every year at this rally, held at
ceiving the AALS award
different tracks in the UK. It is
awarded to the Commonwealth design
of locomotive judged to be the best in any gauge from 2½” to 7¼” at the
rally. The locomotive has to have been built by its owner. The winner retains the trophy for one year. It is rarely awarded twice.
The AALS Annual Convention is held every Easter, by a host society, in a
different state in Australia each year. Their 2021 Convention was cancelled
due to Covid. It was to be held in Edinburgh SA by the Penfield Model Engineers Society. In 2022 they plan to hold it at Wagga Wagga. They award
various trophies, including one from our Southern Federation, awarded to
the person who has made an outstanding contribution to the hobby.
The Award in this country was first awarded in 1988. It has been awarded
30 times since then, except for years 1996, 2000, and of course, because
of Covid, 2020.
Our own MMES has the most impressive record, the award was first won
in 1993 by Martin with his 5” Duchess of Hamilton 46229.
In 2003, Bernie White won it with his 3½” Britannia 70000, and he then
won it for a second time in 2017 with his 5” Merchant Navy Orient Line
35008.
In 2005 Edgar Playfoot won the award with his 5” Midland Single Princess
of Wales.
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In 2009 Richard Linkins won the award for Romney MES (he is also a Maidstone member) for his 5” BR Standard Class 78023.
Our Tom, a chip off the ol’ block, won the award in 2018 with his 5” LMS
3F Jinty 47279.
This year, 2021, 28 years later, Martin won the award with his GWR 2889,
his second win.

Photo by Sue Parham - Sue driving
Martin’s winning 2889

The loco was finished in 1989, and
the Model Engineer published a picture of it on the cover of their
Photo by Sue Parham - Sue driving
Christmas edition, when I was drivMartin’s winning 2889 all those
ing it at the Birmingham Rally.
years ago
Coincidentally, Bob who sat behind
me and who I didn’t know, was also
at the Reading rally. So, Martin said let’s recreate this picture, 32 years
later – which we did. Sort of, as we did it in a hurry!
But, of course, the day belongs to Martin, not me, and many congratulations to him.
I should say the other winner that day was Simon, who won the prize for
the person who had travelled furthest to get to the rally.
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Loco Remote - Luke Bridges
Over the last year or two I’ve been aware of a product called Loco
Remote.
What is Loco Remote - without sounding like a sales pitch - it’s a
WiFi speed controller and/or sound card and/or accessory controller for small scale electric locos.
Only available direct from http://www.locoremote.co.uk/
They have a few models available
•

Mini B

•

Maxi

•

Mega 2

•

Mega 4

Each rated for different loads, and each optionally with light and/or
sound controller.
The Mini B is 3V to 6V 1.6A max rated.
The Maxi is 6V to 12V 2A rated, the Mega 2 and Mega 4 being the
same as the Maxi but with 2 or 4 output’s respectively.
They are tiny too for their ability - the Mini B I’ve been playing with
is listed as 26mm wide, 43mm long, 10mm high.

The best part is the WiFi control. When it is turned on it shows up
as a wireless hotspot - connect your phone, laptop or tablet to it as
you would any other WiFi and open the control page in your browser. Speed and direction control is by buttons on the page, if you
have the light or sound options they are all there too.
Now lets meet “Gertrude” - Aptly named by Amy :)
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Again, you’ll be noticing a trend here, she is a (mostly) 3D printed
SM32 loco - files available from Thingiverse.
She is currently hauling tipper tubs of xmas sweets around my xmas
tree.
She is my testbed for the Loco Remote Mini B as pictured below
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The Mini B only has two connections, one to the battery, and one to the
motor. Everything else is onboard.
As soon as power is connected, or the switch inline with the battery is
switched, it comes to life and makes its WiFi point available.

And up it shows as
Gertude - you can set
the name once you have
accessed it for the first
time.

And connected - with a
warning (also a helpful
reminder) that Gertrude
doesn't provide internet
connectivity.

Once you have connected directly to the unit, only mobile 3G/4G/5G internet will work, but no data is needed to access the control page for the
Loco Remote.
You try and go to www.locoremote.co.uk/v1 from your phone connected
to the Loco Remote and its clever enough to know that means you want
its control page and that is what it shows you (as top right).
And again “Gertrude” just for confirmation and if you had a few of these
of different devices, you don’t send something else off into the abyss accidentally.
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It’s a simple enough interface.
Direction
Speed Control
And
Stop
If you choose a unit with sound and
lights they display underneath
Then the current speed as a % and
battery level..
1st Gear is a shortcut to 60% speed
and 2nd Gear to flat out 100% speed.
I tend to use 1st Gear most of the
time and adjust from there.

None of the buttons jump to the
speed or stop, they all ramp up and
down - Coast to a Stop ramps down
as slowly as 1st/2nd ramp up.
Stop - ramps down quickly - but not
a dead stop.
These are brilliant simple little units, my only criticism is that I would like
a spider speed control rather than just faster/slower in 5% increments. But
for what it is, and the use for it, its brilliant - simple, no nonsense. And
cheap. The whole range is £37 for my base Mini B (no batteries or motor
supplied) up to £92 for a Max 4 with sound and lights.
I’ll certainly be getting another one, maybe a Mega with Sound and Lights
for the 08 I mentioned elsewhere.
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For those with the ability too, scan
this to see one of their own demo
videos of the Maxi 4 in action on a
Gauge 1 model.

But is that all?
No…
Loco Remote also make available files for 3d printable (very tight radius)
track, for both 32mm and 45mm (4.7 inch, 6 or 9 inch radius)

They have a huge library of track parts, points, turntables, various length
straights all for free as .stl files to print.
It runs well, albeit quite slippery in PLA. The loop around my tree with a
second inner passing loop is all on an old kitchen cupboard door and Gertrude races around it with no issue at all.
Each piece took around 20mins to print, except the points at around 35
mins (your milage may vary by printer and setup) - its good stuff for the
less serious modeller or just wanting something simple and cheap to play
with.
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My cunning plan is that my niece’s and nephew’s all know how to drive
tablets and phones, so when they visit they should find playing with Gertrude and in future, others, a doddle!
Got to get kids into larger scale trains right??

The 4” engine challenge
Based on a simple premise

Take a 4” by 1” piece of any bar stock you have available, hex,
round, square or anything else, it doesn't matter.
Using only this material make a working steam engine.
Nuts and bolts and springs are not included in this restriction, but
can be for bonus points - any washers must be from the stock.
No restrictions or rules on size of finished engine, but no points
for making it big or small.

Make it by any means or tools, to any style or design. It just must
only be from the bar stock and it must work!
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Old newsletters and articles can be found
http://maidstonemes.co.uk/newsletters.html
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Xmas quiz by Amy Bridges
Quite simply, name the following films…..
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MMES DIARY DATES 2021/2022
Boxing Day Run (provisionally)

26th Dec 2021

Club Night - Quiz by Roger

7th Jan 2022

Club Meal at the Grange Moor Hotel

23rd Jan 2022

Club Night - Guest Speaker

4th Feb 2022

Club AGM

4th March 2022

Public Running Begins

27th March 2022

DATE FOR NEWSLETTER SUBMISSIONS

31st March 2022

Polly Owners Group Rally at Sheppey

11th June 2022

Don’t forget there is almost always someone at the club on Wednesday’s
and Sunday’s even out of the running season, testing, having a play or doing
maintenance work around the track and club site - or even just there for a
cup of tea and a chat!

COVID-19
When attending the club, please remember follow all relevant guidelines.
Any persons attending the club must sign in using the sheet on the table
inside the clubhouse.
We are watching the government’s guidelines and will publicise any changes that need to be made, either imposing or relaxing restrictions.
Stay safe.
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